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Its a good decision that this game has been made available for free. Its a great way for people to
learn and improve their Naruto skills without spending real money. Ive played this game a lot and its
hard to get into because the controls are not very intuitive and things do not show up on the screen
when you pick up objects. Im sure this is a good time for beginners because of this, but if youve
played this game already and you are looking for the most difficult difficulty, I suggest practicing
first. The games graphics are also not the best on the PC. I really like the Naruto games that were on
the GBA and SNES. The story is very good and you can get into it very easily. I would suggest that if
you are a beginning Naruto fan try to watch a couple episodes of the anime before playing the game.
The game is very hard and Im sure youll want to give up pretty fast. Also, if you have tried the
games before, try all the difficulties. Its hard to improve if you do not play all of the difficulties. Also
as far as i can tell these characters have no special abilities. Im seeing a bunch of random moves,
random postures, random attacks and its all they really do. They dont move according to the
animation frame and they dont even look like Naruto. They all look like they came from
http://madforpokemon.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Im-Gonna-Be-20000.jpg The story is
there but its too short. There are so many things missing and this game doesnt help you get
anything to get the story out. I was only able to get so far by opening the game with the help of
walkthroughs. Other than the fact that it is Naruto an online ninja game, the rest is a real mess.
Naruto Online has some potential to be cool, however its a total fail. Good luck. Im sorry but its true.
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